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NEUTRINOS 
Neutrino flavors are another source of CP violation



NEUTRINOS TO STUDY

• Atmospheric neutrinos - neutrinos from the sky  

• Solar neutrinos - neutrinos from the Sun 

• Neutrinos from nuclear plants  

• Neutrinos from accelerators  

• (Neutrinos from atomic bombs) 
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Atmospheric Neutrinos

• Produced by cosmic 
rays 

• π → μ + νμ 

• μ → e + νe + νμ  

• νe : νμ  = 1 : 2 

Cosmic rays (mostly protons)

e-

e-
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Super-Kamiokande
water Cherenkov detector

(fiducial volume 

photomultipliers (inner detctor)    

photomultipliers (outer detctor)    

underground

entrance
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Cherenkov photons

photomultipliers

particles from interaction
(electrons, muons, etc)

neutrin
o

wall
NUMBER OF PHOTO-ELECTRONS 

= PARTICLE ENERGY 
TIMING INFORMATION 

= ORIGIN OF PARTICLE

Cherenkov light = shock waves from a charged particle



The µ has just 
entered the 
detector.

M. Koshiba 
Nobel Lecture 
Dec 2002





The µ has 
reached to 
the bottom 
of the 
detector, 
while the 
Cerenkov 
light in 
water is still 
on its way. 







The data of 
the outer 
anti- 
counter are 
shown, 
while the 
inner data 
are moved 
to the top 
right.
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1007-1013
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1025-1031
1031-1037
1037-1043
1043-1049
1049-1055
    >1055

Super-Kamiokande

Run 3062 Event 475360
96-11-08:12:07:30

Inner: 2305 hits, 7763 pE

Outer: 5 hits, 4 pE (in-time)

Trigger ID: 0x03

D wall: 601.2 cm

FC mu-like, p = 1088.0 MeV/c
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Super-Kamiokande

Run 3013 Event 149004
96-10-24:19:39:51

Inner: 1763 hits, 4003 pE

Outer: 3 hits, 5 pE (in-time)

Trigger ID: 0x03

D wall: 897.4 cm

FC e-like, p =  463.8 MeV/c
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Circle size indicates brightness;  
color shows arrival time

Electrons & muons can be separated by the differences in the ring patterns



cosmic rays

cosmic rays
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produced
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SUPER-KAMIOKANDE 
OBSERVES 

ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS

COSMIC RAYS 
(PROTONS) 

ATMOSPHERE 

COSMIC RAYS 
(PROTONS) 

DISTANCE

ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINO  
OSCILLATION

MUON NEUTRINOS  
OSCILLATING

Muon neutrinos oscillate  
into “tau neutrinos” 

that are not detected



neutrino oscillation
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flavor eigenstates (e, μ, τ) mass eigenstates

�(t) = e�iEt�(t = 0)
= cos �e�iE1t⇥1 + sin �e�iE2t⇥2

evolution of a neutrino created as να at t=0 : 

travel w/ different frequencies (masses)

The neutrinos have masses!



< ⇥� |⇥(t) >= sin � cos �(�e�iE1t + e�iE2t)

P (⇥� � ⇥�) = sin2 2� � sin2

�
E2 � E1

2

�
t

P (⇥� � ⇥�) = sin2 2� � sin2 �m2

4p
t

�m2 � m2
2 �m2

1E � p +
m2

2p

= sin2 2� � sin2

�
1.27�m2(eV 2)� L(km)

E(GeV )

�

Thus the transition να → νβ is: 

The probability να → νβ is: 

using                         and                              ,

the sign of Δm2 unknown
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Long Baseline Neutrino 
Experiment
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FIG. 1: A schematic view of the KEK-PS and neutrino beam
line and the location of beam line components. The EP1
neutrino beam line leads protons through a distance of 400 m
from the EP1-A extraction point to the target station via the
straight and arc sections. The characters “C” and “S” in the
figure show the locations of the CT and SPIC installations,
respectively. The lower-left inset is a magnified view of the
target station. The production target and a set of horn mag-
nets are located in the target station. A pion monitor was
installed on two occasions downstream the horn magnets.

where mN , Eµ, mµ, Pµ and θµ are the nucleon mass,
muon energy, the muon mass, the muon momentum and
the scattering angle relative to the neutrino beam direc-
tion, respectively.

In this paper, all data taken in K2K between June
1999 and November 2004 are used to measure the sup-
pression of events and energy distortion and to measure
the parameters of oscillation.

II. NEUTRINO BEAM

A. K2K neutrino beam and beam monitor

The accelerator and the neutrino beam line for K2K
consist of a 12 GeV proton synchrotron (KEK-PS), a
primary proton transportation line, a hadron production
target, a set of focusing horn magnets for secondary par-
ticles, a decay volume, and a beam dump. A schematic
view of the KEK-PS and neutrino beam line is shown
in Fig. 1. In this section, we describe each beam line
component in order, from upstream to downstream.

1. Primary proton beam

Protons are accelerated by the KEK-PS to a kinetic
energy of 12 GeV. After acceleration, all protons are ex-
tracted in a single turn to the neutrino beam line. The
duration of an extraction, or a “spill”, is 1.1 µsec, which
contains 9 bunches of protons with a 125 ns time interval

between them. As shown in Fig. 1, the beam is extracted
toward the north, bent by 90◦ toward the direction of
SK, and transported to the target station. There is a
final steering magnet just before the target which directs
the beam to SK at an angle of about 1◦ downward from
horizontal.

The beam intensity is monitored by 13 current trans-
formers (CTs) installed along the neutrino beam line as
shown in Fig. 1. The CTs are used to monitor the beam
transportation efficiency. The overall transportation ef-
ficiency along the beam line is about 85%. A CT placed
just in front of the production target is used to estimate
the total number of protons delivered to the target. A
typical beam intensity just before the target is about
5 × 1012 protons in a spill.

In order to measure the profile and the position of the
beam, 28 segmented plate ionization chambers (SPICs)
are also installed (Fig. 1). They are used to steer and
monitor the beam, while the last two SPICs in front of the
target are used to estimate the beam size and divergence,
which is used as an input to our beam Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation.

2. Hadron production target and horn magnets

A hadron production target and a set of horn magnets
are placed in the target station. Protons hit the target
and a number of secondary particles are generated at the
production target. Two toroidal magnetic horns are em-
ployed to focus positively charged particles, mainly π+’s,
in the forward direction by the magnetic field. A typi-
cal focusing of transverse momentum by the horn mag-
nets is about 100 MeV/c per meter. The momenta of
focused pions are around 2−3 GeV/c, which corresponds
to about 1.0−1.5 GeV of energy for those neutrinos de-
caying in the forward direction. According to our Monte
Carlo simulation, the flux of neutrinos above 0.5 GeV is
22 times greater with horn magnets with 250 kA current
than without the horn current.

A schematic view of the horn magnets is shown in
Fig. 2. The dimensions of the first horn are 0.70 m in
diameter and 2.37 m in length, while those of the second
horn are 1.65 m in diameter and 2.76 m in length. Both
horns are cylindrically symmetric in shape. The produc-
tion target, a rod of a length of 66 cm and diameter of
3 cm, made of aluminum alloy 6061-T, is embedded in-
side the first horn. The target diameter was 2 cm in June
1999 and was changed to 3 cm in November 1999 for im-
proved mechanical strength. The target also plays the
role of inner conductor of the first horn, making a strong
magnetic field inside the horn to achieve high focusing ef-
ficiency. The second horn is located 10.5 m downstream
from the first horn, playing the role of a reflector, which
re-focuses over-bent low energy pions, and in addition
further focuses under-bent high energy pions.

Pulsed current with a duration of 2 msec and an ampli-
tude of 250 kA (200 kA in June 1999) is supplied by four

production of muon neutrino beam
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FIG. 2: Schematic view of the two horn magnets. An elec-
trical current of 250 kA is supplied to both horns, creating
a toroidal magnetic field inside the horns. The production
target, an aluminum rod of 66 cm in length and 3 cm in di-
ameter, is embedded inside the first horn magnet, which also
plays the role of inner conductor of the horn. The second
horn is located 10.5 m downstream of the first horn.

current feeders to each horn. The peaking time of the
current is adjusted to match the beam timing. The max-
imum magnetic field in the horn is 33 kG at the surface
of the target rod with 3 cm diameter target and 250 kA
horn current.

The values of the current supplied to the horn mag-
nets are read out by CTs put in between current feed-
ers and recorded by a flash analog-to-digital converter
(FADC) on a spill-by-spill basis. Overall current and
current balance between feeders are monitored to select
good beam spills. The magnetic field inside the proto-
type of the first horn was measured using pickup coils;
results showed that the radial distribution of the field
was in agreement with the design distribution and the
azimuthal symmetry was confirmed to within a measure-
ment error of 15%. Detailed descriptions of the horn
magnets are found in [7, 8, 9].

A pion monitor (PIMON) was installed on two occa-
sions just downstream of the horn magnets, as shown in
Fig. 1, in order to measure the momentum and angular
distributions of pions coming through the horn magnets.
The PIMON will be described in detail later in Sec. V.

3. Decay volume, beam dump, and muon monitors

The positive pions focused by the horn magnets go into
a 200 m long decay volume which starts 19 m downstream
of the production target, where the π+ decay: π+ →
µ+ νµ. The decay volume is cylindrical in shape and is
separated into three sections with different dimensions.
The diameters of the pipe are 1.5 m, 2 m, and 3 m in
the first 10 m, the following 90 m, and the remaining
100 m sections, respectively. The decay volume is filled
with helium gas of 1 atm (rather than air) to reduce the
loss of pions by absorption and to avoid uncontrollable
pion production in the gas. The beam dump is located
at the end of the decay volume to absorb all the particles
except for neutrinos. It consists of 3.5 m thick iron, 2 m
thick concrete, and a region of soil about 60 m long.

There is a pit called the “muon-pit” just downstream
of the iron and concrete shields. Muons with momentum

3.45cm

3.4cm

35cm

52.5cm

35cm

2cm

1cm

5cm

5cm
2m

2m

52.5cm

HV

X-readout
(36 ch)

Y-readout
(32 ch)

beam

ICH

SSD-Array pit floor

FIG. 3: A schematic view inside the muon-pit. An ionization
chamber (ICH) and an array of silicon pad detectors (SPD)
are located inside the muon-pit.

greater than 5.5 GeV/c can reach the muon-pit. The flux
at the pit is roughly 104 muons/cm2/spill. The parent
particles of both muons and neutrinos are pions, so the
profile center of muons corresponds to that of neutrinos.
A change in the beam direction by 3 mrad corresponds
to a change in the neutrino flux and spectrum at SK of
about 1%, and hence it must be controlled and monitored
to be within 3 mrad. Fig. 3 shows a schematic view
inside the pit. Two detectors (MUMONs) are installed
in it: one is an ionization chamber (ICH) and the other
is an array of silicon pad detectors (SPD). The purpose
of these detectors is to measure the profile and intensity
of muons penetrating the shields on spill-by-spill basis.

An ICH is a segmented plate chamber with a size of
190 cm (horizontal) × 175 cm (vertical). It consists of six
modules of size 60 cm × 90 cm, 3 modules in the horizon-
tal direction and 2 modules in the vertical direction. The
gap between modules is 25 cm in horizontal and 15 cm
in vertical (Fig. 3). The corresponding strip lines of ad-
joining modules are electrically connected over the gaps
to make long strip lines of length of ∼180 cm. There are
36 horizontal readout channels and 32 vertical channels.
The channel-to-channel uniformity is calibrated by mov-
ing ICH horizontally and vertically [10] assuming stabil-
ity of the muon beam. The relative gain of the channels
has been stable within an accuracy of several percent.

Two types of SPDs are used: one is a small SPD which
has a sensitive area of 1 cm × 2 cm with a depletion layer
thickness of 300 µm, and the other is a large SPD which
has a sensitive area of 3.4 cm × 3.05 cm with a deple-
tion layer thickness of 375 µm. Seventeen small SPDs
are arranged along the horizontal and the vertical axes
at 35 cm intervals while nine large SPDs are in diago-
nal arrays at 74.2 cm intervals. The sensitivity of each
small SPD was measured using an LED light source at

PRODUCTION OF NEUTRINO BEAM

Magnetic horns* to focus charged pions  
that decay into muons & then muon neutrinos

* Invented by Simon Van der Meer
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FIG. 6: The energy spectrum for each type of neutrino at
ND (left) and SK (right) estimated by the beam MC simu-
lation. The neutrino beam is 97.3% (97.9%) pure muon neu-
trino with contaminations of νe/νµ ∼ 0.013 (0.009), νµ/νµ ∼
0.015 (0.012), and νe/νµ ∼ 1.8 × 10−4 (2.2 × 10−4) at ND
(SK).

through the two horn magnets and the decay volume until
they decay into neutrinos or are absorbed in materials.

Since GEANT treats different types of neutrinos iden-
tically, we use a custom-made simulation program to
treat properly the type of neutrinos emitted by particle
decays. Charged pions are treated so that they decay into
muon and neutrino (π+ → µ+ νµ, π− → µ− νµ, called
π±

µ2) with branching fraction of 100%. The kaon de-

cays considered in our simulation are so-called K±
µ2, K±,0

e3

and K±,0
µ3 decays. Their branching ratios are taken from

the Particle Data Group [21]. Other decays are ignored.
Neutrinos from K0

S are ignored since the branching ratio
for K0

S decaying to neutrinos is quite small. The Dalitz
plot density of V −A theory [21, 22] is employed prop-
erly in Kℓ3 decays. Muons are considered to decay via
µ± → e± νe(νe) νµ(νµ), called µ±

e3, with 100% branch-
ing fraction. The energy and angular distributions of the
muon antineutrino (neutrino) and the electron neutrino
(antineutrino) emitted from a positive (negative) muon
are calculated according to Michel spectra of V −A the-
ory [22], where the polarization of the muon is taken into
account.

The produced neutrinos are extrapolated to the ND
and SK according to a straight line and the energy and
position of the neutrinos entering the ND and SK are
recorded and used in our later simulations for neutrino
interaction and detector simulators.

The composition of the neutrino beam is dominated
by muon neutrinos since the horn magnets mainly fo-
cus the positive pions. Figure 6 shows the energy spec-
tra of each type of neutrino at ND and SK estimated
by the beam MC simulation. About 97.3% (97.9%)
of neutrinos at ND (SK) are muon neutrinos decayed
from positive pions, and the beam is contaminated with
a small fraction of neutrinos other than muon neutri-
nos; νe/νµ ∼ 0.013 (0.009), νµ/νµ ∼ 0.015 (0.012), and
νe/νµ ∼ 1.8 × 10−4 (2.2 × 10−4) at ND (SK). The va-
lidity of our beam MC simulation has been confirmed by

Detector
Water Cherenkov

1KT

! beam

SciFi Detector
SciBar Detector

Muon Range Detector

FIG. 7: The schematic view of the near neutrino detectors
for K2K-IIb period. In K2K-I, the Lead-Glass calorimeter
was located at the position of the SciBar detector.

both the HARP experiment and PIMON measurements,
which will be described in detail in Sec. V.

III. NEUTRINO DETECTORS

A near neutrino detector system (ND) is located 300 m
downstream from the proton target. The primary pur-
pose of the ND is to measure the direction, flux, and the
energy spectrum of neutrinos at KEK before they oscil-
late. The schematic view of the ND during the K2K-
IIb period is shown in Fig. 7. The ND is comprised
of two detector systems; a one kiloton water Cherenkov
detector (1KT) and a fine-grained detector (FGD) sys-
tem. The FGD consists of a scintillating-fiber/water-
target tracker (SciFi), a Lead-Glass calorimeter (LG)
in K2K-I period, a totally active fine-segmented scin-
tillator tracker (SciBar) in K2K-IIb and K2K-IIc peri-
ods, and a muon range detector (MRD). The far detec-
tor is the 50 kiloton water Cherenkov detector, Super-
Kamiokande (SK), which is located 250 km away from
KEK and 1000 m (2700 m water equivalent) below the
peak of Mt. Ikeno-yama in Gifu prefecture.

A. 1 kiloton water Cherenkov detector

A one kiloton water Cherenkov detector (1KT) is lo-
cated in the experimental hall at KEK as the upstream
detector. The 1KT detector is a miniature version of
SK, and uses the same neutrino interaction target mate-
rial and instrumentation. The primary role of the 1KT
detector is to measure the νµ interaction rate and the νµ

energy spectrum. The 1KT detector also provides a high
statistics measurement of neutrino-water interactions.

The cylindrical tank, 10.8 m in diameter and 10.8 m
in height, holds approximately 1000 tons of pure water.
The center of the water tank is 294 m downstream of the

“Near Detector” system to measure & monitor neutrino beam
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D. Results

The likelihood is maximized in the ∆m2 – sin2 2θ space
and the best fit point within the physical region is found
to be at (∆m2, sin2 2θ) = (2.8 × 10−3eV2, 1.0). The val-
ues of all systematic parameters at the best fit point
are within 1σ of their estimated errors. At this point,
the expected number of events is 107.2, which agrees
well with the 112 observed within the statistical uncer-
tainty. The observed Erec

ν distribution is shown in Fig. 43
together with both the expected distributions for the
best-fit parameters, and the expectation without oscil-
lations. The consistency between the observed and the
best-fit Erec

ν distributions is checked using a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) test. For the best fit parameters, the KS
probability is 37 %, while for the null oscillation hypothe-
sis is 0.07 %. The observation agrees with the expectation
of neutrino oscillation. The highest likelihood is found at
(∆m2, sin2 2θ) = (2.6×10−3eV2, 1.2), which is outside of
the physical region. The probability that we would get
sin2 2θ ≥ 1.2 if the true parameters are at our best fit
point is 26.2%, based on the virtual MC experiments.
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FIG. 43: The reconstructed Eν distribution for the 1-ring µ-
like sample. Points with error bars are data. The solid line is
the best fit spectrum with neutrino oscillation and the dashed
line is the expectation without oscillation. These histograms
are normalized by the number of events observed (58).

The probability that the observations can be explained
equally well by the no oscillation and by the oscillation
hypotheses is estimated by computing the difference of
log-likelihood between the null oscillation case and the
best fit point with oscillation. The null oscillation prob-
ability is calculated to be 0.0015 % (4.3σ). When only
normalization (shape) information is used, the probabil-
ity is 0.06% (0.42%).

TABLE XX: Summary of the null oscillation probability.
Each row is classified by the likelihood term used, and each
column represents the data set.

K2K-I+II K2K-I only K2K-II only
Shape + Norm. 0.0015% (4.3σ) 0.18% (3.1σ) 0.56% (2.8σ)
Shape only 0.42% (2.9σ) 7.7% 5.2%
Norm. only 0.06% (3.4σ) 0.6% 2.8%

TABLE XXI: Effect of each systematic uncertainty on the
null oscillation probability. The numbers in the table are null
oscillation probabilities when only the error written in the
first column is turned on.

Norm-only Shape-only Combined

Stat. only 0.01% 0.22% 0.0001%
FD spectrum 0.01% 0.24% 0.0002%
nQE/QE, NC/CC 0.01% 0.23% 0.0002%
Far/Near 0.02% 0.23% 0.0003%
ϵ1Rµ — 0.23% 0.0002%
Energy scale — 0.38% 0.0002%
Normalization 0.03% — 0.0005%

All errors 0.06% 0.42% 0.0015%

The null oscillation probability calculated separately
for each sub-sample or each likelihood term is shown in
Tab. XX. In addition, Tab. XXI shows the effect of each
systematic uncertainty on the null oscillation probability.
The effect is tested by turning on the error source written
in the first column in the table. As shown in the table,
the dominant contributions to the probabilities for the
normalization information are from the F/N flux ratio
and the normalization error, while the energy scale is
the dominant error source for the probability with the
Erec

ν shape information consistent with the results found
using the MC test described in Sec. IXB2.

The allowed region of oscillation parameters are eval-
uated based on the difference of log-likelihood between
each point and the best fit point:

∆lnL(∆m2, sin2 2θ) ≡ ln

!

Lphys
max

L(∆m2, sin2 2θ)

"

= lnLphys
max − lnL(∆m2, sin2 2θ),

(28)

where Lphys
max is the likelihood at the best-fit point and

L(∆m2, sin2 2θ) is the likelihood at (∆m2, sin2 2θ) with
systematic parameters that maximize the likelihood at
that point.

The allowed regions in the neutrino oscillation param-
eter space, corresponding to the 68%, 90% and 99% con-
fidence levels (CL) are shown in Fig. 44. They are de-
fined as the contour lines with lnL = lnLphys

max − 1.37,
−2.58 and −4.91, respectively. These regions are derived
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FIG. 46: Allowed region of oscillation parameters evaluated
with the number of events only (left) and the Erec

ν spectrum
shape only (right). Both information allow the consistent
region on the parameters space.
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FIG. 47: Allowed region of oscillation parameters evaluated
with partial data of K2K-I-only (left)/K2K-II-only (right).
Both data allow the consistent region on the parameter space.

a statistical fluctuation with no neutrino oscillation is
0.0015% (4.3σ). In a two flavor oscillation scenario, the
allowed ∆m2 region at sin2 2θ = 1 is between 1.9 and
3.5 × 10−3 eV2 at the 90 % C.L. with a best-fit value of
2.8 × 10−3 eV2.
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS
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Solar Model Calculation
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SOLAR NEUTRINO “DEFICIT” PROBLEM

• The observations contradict the prediction of the successful 
solar model  

• A long-standing question started by the Chlorine experiment 
in the 1970’s 

• Many experiments were carried out to finally resolve it 

• Cl-experiments, Ga-experiments, SNO, Kamiokande,  
Super-Kamiokande, KamLAND 
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Matter Effects
• Electron neutrinos interact in matter more than the 

other neutrinos 

• effective “refraction index” of neutrino  

• proportional to electron density 

• resonant transition inside the sun

Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effects 

mass eigenstate

m
as

s

density

started as νe  
in the core of the sun  

and resonantly 
converted into νμ  

before exiting

�

A Yu Smirnov

V. Rubakov, private comm. 
N. Cabibbo, Savonlinna 1985
H. Bethe,  PRL  57 (1986) 1271

Dependence of the neutrino eigenvalues 
on  the matter potential (density)
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Crossing point - resonance
the level split in minimal
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For maximal mixing: at zero density

→ the sign of Δm2 resolved  
m1 < m2
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SNO EXPERIMENT
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TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties on fluxes. The experimental uncertainty for ES (not shown) is 24.8, 15.0 percent.

CC uncertainty NC uncertainty fmt uncertainty
Source (percent) (percent) (percent)

Energy scalea 24.2, 14.3 26.2, 16.1 210.4, 110.3
Energy resolutiona 20.9, 10.0 20.0, 14.4 20.0, 16.8
Energy nonlinearitya 60.1 60.4 60.6
Vertex resolutiona 60.0 60.1 60.2
Vertex accuracy 22.8, 12.9 61.8 61.4
Angular resolution 20.2, 10.2 20.3, 10.3 20.3, 10.3
Internal source pda 60.0 21.5, 11.6 22.0, 12.2
External source pd 60.1 21.0, 11.0 61.4
DO2 Cherenkova 20.1, 10.2 22.6, 11.2 23.7, 11.7
HO2 Cherenkov 60.0 20.2, 10.4 20.2, 10.6
AV Cherenkov 60.0 20.2, 10.2 20.3, 10.3
PMT Cherenkova 60.1 22.1, 11.6 23.0, 12.2
Neutron capture 60.0 24.0, 13.6 25.8, 15.2
Cut acceptance 20.2, 10.4 20.2, 10.4 20.2, 10.4

Experimental uncertainty 25.2, 15.2 28.5, 19.1 213.2, 114.1
Cross section [8] 61.8 61.3 61.4
aDenotes CC vs NC anticorrelation.

In summary, the results presented here are the first di-
rect measurement of the total flux of active 8B neutrinos
arriving from the Sun and provide strong evidence for neu-
trino flavor transformation. The CC and ES reaction rates
are consistent with the earlier results [2] and with the NC
reaction rate under the hypothesis of flavor transformation.
The total flux of 8B neutrinos measured with the NC reac-
tion is in agreement with the SSM prediction.

FIG. 3 (color). Flux of 8B solar neutrinos which are m or t
flavor vs flux of electron neutrinos deduced from the three neu-
trino reactions in SNO. The diagonal bands show the total 8B
flux as predicted by the SSM [13] (dashed lines) and that mea-
sured with the NC reaction in SNO (solid band). The inter-
cepts of these bands with the axes represent the 61s errors.
The bands intersect at the fit values for fe and fmt , indicating
that the combined flux results are consistent with neutrino flavor
transformation assuming no distortion in the 8B neutrino energy
spectrum.
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Observed oscillations in anti-neutrinos 
from nuclear power plants

1,000 TONS OF  
LIQUID SCINTILLATOR 

THAT CAN YIELD  
ABOUT 50 TIMES  

MORE LIGHT THAN  
CHERENKOV RADIATION 

— GREAT ADVANTAGE  
FOR MEASURING  

LOW ENERGY NEUTRINOS
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NEUTRINOS FROM POWER PLANTS IN JAPAN

MANY POWERFUL NUCLEAR PLANTS 
LOCATED AROUND 180KM 

FROM KAMIOKA

IF NEUTRINO OSCILLATION IS THE ANSWER TO  
THE SOLAR NEUTRINO DEFICIT, THEN KAMLAND 

SHOULD SEE A LOT LESS ANTI-NEUTRINOS  
FROM THESE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

as of Aug 1999
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MASS MATRICES  —  MNSP VS. CKM

There is another oscillation other than atmospheric- & solar-neutrino oscillations.



NEUTRINO MIXINGS

normal hierarchy inverted hierarchy

θ13
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The)Daya)Bay)Experiment)

6/4/12) Improved)Measurement)of)Electron4an5neutrino)Disappearance) 2)

Via)GPS)and)modern)theodolites,)rela5ve)
detector4core)posi5ons)known)to)3)cm.)

Adjacent)mountains)with)horizontal)access)
provide)860)(250))m.w.e)cosmic)shielding.)

6)commercial)reactor)cores)
with)17.4)GWth)total)power.))

6)An5neutrino)Detectors)(ADs))
give)120)tons)total)target)mass.)))

Daya)Bay) Ling)Ao)I)+)II)

大亜湾



An5neutrino)Detectors)
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Improved)Measurement)of)Electron4an5neutrino)Disappearance)
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Reactor Antineutrino Disappearance 
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� A clear deficit in rate 
(8.0% reduction) 

� Consistent with neutrino 
oscillation in the spectral 
distortion 

� From ~5MeV up to 12MeV, the 
reduction seems slightly (within 
errors) different from the expected 
spectral distortion .  

� Our rate-only analysis includes 
the dependence on upper energy 
threshold in the large background 
subtraction uncertainties.   
(dominated by Li/He background)              

RENO in Korea
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Karsten Heeger, Univ. of Wisconsin Neutrino2012, Kyoto, June 4, 2012 

3-Neutrino Mixing Parameters from Reactors 

KamLAND
Δm212 from KamLAND

precision θ12 from solar

Near Future - 2012
sin22θ13  improvements

Daya Bay collects statistics
RENO may improve systematic error
DC builds near detector

Ref: Machado et al,
arXiv:1111.3330

sin22θ13  expected to be known to ~0.005 by 
end of 2012 (with certain assumptions of 
experiments) 
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JUNO Experiment – physics summary
Daya Bay 
&Reno&DC

50-60 km
JUNO

KamLAND
� 20 kton LS detector
� ~3 % energy resolution-the 

greatest challenge
� Rich physics possibilities

Ö Mass hierarchy
Ö Precision measurement 

of 3 mixing parameters
Ö Supernovae neutrino
Ö Geoneutrino
Ö Sterile neutrino
Ö Atmospheric neutrinos
Ö Exotic searches 

Troitsk, October 9, 2015 Gioacchino Ranucci - INFN Sez. di Milano

Δm2
13 ≈ Δm2

23

Δm2
12

θ13

θ12

“solar”

“atmospheric”



Karsten Heeger, Univ. of Wisconsin Neutrino2012, Kyoto, June 4, 2012 

Neutrino Anomalies & Sterile ν Hypothesis
Cosmology (WMAP)MiniBooneLSND

10

Anomalies in 3-v interpretation of global neutrino oscillation data

LSND    (νe appearance)
MiniBoone    (νe appearance)
Ga anomaly
Neff in cosmology
Short-baseline reactor anomaly (νe disappearance)

if new oscillation signal, requires Δm2 ~ O(1eV2) and sin22θ > 10-3

➔ very short baseline oscillation for reactor v, Losc ~ 2-10m

Ga Anomaly

R=0.86±0.05

systematics or experimental effects?
➔ need to test each experimental effect

source experiments (Lasserre)
acc experiments (Shaevitz)

THE 4TH OSCILLATIONS? 
REQUIRES ANOTHER NEUTRINO SPECIES  

— “STERILE NEUTRINO”



J-PARC MLF：World best environment

3GeV pulsed proton 
beam

Detector @ 3rd floor
(24m from target) Hg target = Neutron

and Neutrino source 

50t (Gd-loaded + unloaded) 
liquid scintillator detector
(4.6m diameter x 4.0m height)

10” PMTs

Searching for neutrino oscillation : nm→ ne with baseline of 24m.  
no new beamline, no new buildings are needed → quick start-up  

MLF building (bird’s view)

image

4

• Detection 
principle (IBD)

• # of events
• Sensitivity
• systematic
were discussed
well in PACs/TDR.

Please see 
backup if you are
Interested in,



MEASURE Θ13 USING NEUTRINO BEAM

T2K EXPERIMENT

K2K 

Super-Kamiokande

250km J-PARC

JAERI

Collaboration (at present): Canada, China, France, Italy, Japan, Korea, Poland, Russia, 

Spain, Switzerland, UK, USA 

T2K 



OFF-AXIS NEUTRINO BEAM
investigate the CP violation phase (J-Parc II). In a 5 years run with the νµ beam, the experiment
could reach a 90% C.L. θ13 sensitivity sin2 2θ13 > 6·10−4, while with 2 years of νµ and 6 years of
νµ operations, it will discover a non vanishing δCP at a 3σ level or better if sin |δCP | > 20◦ and
sin2 2θ13 ∼ 0.01 [69] (see also Fig.12).
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Figure 6: T2K neutrino beam energy spectrum for different off-axis angle θ.

The NOνA experiment with an upgraded NuMI Off-Axis neutrino beam [57] (Eν ∼ 2 GeV and
a νe contamination less than 0.5%) and with a baseline of 810 Km (12 km Off-Axis), was recently
proposed at FNAL with the aim to explore the νµ → νe oscillations with a sensitivity 10 times
better than MINOS. If approved in 2006 the experiment could start data taking in 2011. The
NuMI target will receive a 120 GeV/c proton flux with an expected intensity of 6.5·1020 pot/year
( 2·107 s/year are considered available to NuMI operations while the other beams are normalized
to 107 s/year). The experiment will use a near and a far detector, both using liquid scintillator.
In 5 years of data taking, with 30 Kt active mass far detector a sensitivity on sin2 2θ13 slightly
better than T2K, as well as a precise measurement of |∆m2

23| and sin2 2θ23, can be achieved.
NOνA can also allow to solve the mass hierarchy problem for a limited range of the δCP and
sign(∆m2

23) parameters [57].
As a second phase, the new proton driver of 8 GeV/c and 2 MW, could increase the NuMI beam
intensity to 17.2÷25.2·1020 pot/year, allowing to improve the experimental sensitivity by a factor
two and to initiate the experimental search for the CP violation.

A longer term experiment has been proposed at BNL for a different long-baseline neutrino
beam [70]. In this proposal the AGS 28 GeV PS should be upgraded to 1 MW and a neutrino
beam with ⟨Eν⟩ ≃ 1.5 GeV should be fired into a megaton water Cerenkov detector at a baseline
of 2540 km. The detector would be at the second oscillation maximum and the comparison of
νµ disappearance and νe appearance at the first and second oscillation maximum could allow a
better control of degeneracies. However, it should be noted that background rates and signal
efficiency of a water Cerenkov detector in this energy range are not optimal and not constant
between the first and the second maximum. In 5 years run this experiment could reach a 90 %
C.L. sensitivity sin2 2θ13 ≃ 0.003 (δCP = 0).

The performances of future neutrino oscillation experiments are summarized in Tab. 4 (see
also Refs. [71]).

5.1.1 European Superbeam projects

Many ideas and approaches have been developed for neutrino long-baseline experiments in Europe
after the CNGS ντ appearance phase. These projects are aiming to improve and develop existing

13

T2K uses 2.5 degrees off-axis neutrino beam 

a sharper spectrum  
in lower energy

mostly quasi-elastic interactions 
 - good energy measurements by water Cherenkov detector



Rich Physics from νe appearance     
[θ12,$θ13,$θ23,$δCP,$Δm212,$Δm312,$Δm322]

CP violation

Matter effect

(Sterile neutrinos) or new physics5
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CP sensitivity study of Hyper-Kamiokande

Masashi Yokoyama

December 13, 2010
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Imperial College  
London

Morgan O. 
WasckoNeutrino 20182018 / 06 / 04

!CP vs. sin2θ13

•sensitivity assumptions:

•sin2θ13= 0.0219 (2016 PDG)

•sin2θ23 = 0.528

•NH, δCP = -1.601

•Data fit stronger than sensitivity
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T2K-only

with reactors

reactor 
result

can constrain CP phase



Particle Masses

Seems like no rules governing the masses

quarks

charged leptonsneutrinos

electron volts



Dirac vs. Majorana mass

• no need for additional right-handed ν 

• Lepton number violated 
cf. weak interactions conserve “helicity”

Mm((�̄L)
c�L + �̄L(�L)

c)

Md(�̄R�L + �̄L�R)
m m

L LR

�µ + n ! µ� + p �µ + p ! µ+ + n

its own antiparticle



φφ

L Lc?

How to acquire  
Majorana masses? 

left-handed νL is weak 
doublet 

dimension 5 (unique) :  
non renormalizable coupling  
～scales as 1/M 

or renormalized coupling 
with weak triplet Higgs:  
I=|Y|=1 

cf. Dirac mass via Higgs



See-saw mechanism
No direct Majorana 
mass for νL 

Right-handed neutrino 
νR has a very large 
Majorana mass M 
induced by more 
fundamental theory 
 - GUT? 

Gives a very tiny left-
handed mass for νL

φφ

L LcR Rc

M

right-handed 
Majorana ν



no symmetry to suppress            - scale of fundamental physics
Dirac mass              similar to those of quarks/charged leptons

See-saw Mechanism
NL � �L + (�L)c NR � �R + (�R)c

diagonalize → 

mD

M

= (NL, NR)
�

m mD

mD M

� �
NL

NR

�

m = 0

mass terms

no direct LH Majorana mass

� � NL �
mD

M
NR

N � NR +
mD

M
NL

Majorana ν :

our neutrino!

m� =
m2

D

M2 mass eigenstates

Majorana ν :

extremely heavy
mN �M



See-saw mechanism

- very heavy RH 
Majorana neutrinos: 
　M =109 -1012 GeV 

- caused matter-
antimatter asymmetry 
~10-10 in early 
Universe? 
(Leptogenesis）

mν M

a source of  lepton flavor violation (LFV)

m� =
m2

D

M



Leptogenesis
Extremely heavy RH Majorana neutrinos were produced 
in early Universe 

More leptons than anti-leptons were produced in their 
decays (at GUT) 

lepton number violation ~10-10  

CP violation 

non-equilibrium 

Lepton number transferred to Baryon number at 
Electroweak phase transition (B-L conservation)

√ƒ@≈∆
@†°Ñ”‘
’P÷◊ä

Fukugita & Yanagita

(1986)

m(=mq
2/MN@]^FzK[8ÿ

7±Ÿ⁄.@¤‹F›fim\fl
‡'îH–}tVw8R

™we·À-‚F
$%&'()*+e«
$%&'()*+\„
7H_LOfi©

becoming more popular than  
baryon # generation at GUT



RECENT T2K RESULT ON CP VIOLATION
3ν fit results

 9

• Many careful checks of methods at 3σ deviations

• [+2.874, −0.036] (NO) , [−2.523, −0.375] (IO)


• Paper in preparation, aim for Nature

• T2K remains consistent with maximal mixing, best 

constraint on sin2θ23
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First time, T2K will show 3σ 
intervals in δCP !!!!!
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74mφ × 78m

HyperKamiokande
fiducial volume 190k ton

The next major project 
of ICRR, U Tokyo



DUNE PROJECT



Beta Decays
atomic weight

doubleβdecay



neutron

neutron

electron

electron

anti-neutrinoanti-neutrino

ββ2ν

�̄ �̄

Double Beta Decay

（courtesy of Dr. Inoue）



ββ0ν

neutron

neutron

electron

electron

no neutrino is emitted

H 0
H 0

�̄R

�L

M

N̄
L N

R

majorana mass

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

Definite evidence of 
Majorana neutrino

（courtesy of Dr. Inoue）
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SEARCH FOR NEUTRINO MASSES 5
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FIG. 3: Effective Majorana neutrino mass ⟨mββ⟩ as a function of
the lightest neutrino mass mlightest. The dark shaded regions are
the predictions based on best-fit values of neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters for the normal hierarchy (NH) and the inverted hierarchy
(IH), and the light shaded regions indicate the 3σ ranges calculated
from the oscillation parameter uncertainties [29, 30]. The horizon-
tal bands indicate 90% C.L. upper limits on ⟨mββ⟩ with 136Xe from
KamLAND-Zen (this work), and with other nuclei from Ref. [2, 26–
28], considering an improved phase space factor calculation [17, 18]
and commonly used NME calculations [19–25]. The side-panel
shows the corresponding limits for each nucleus as a function of the
mass number.

nism is dominated by exchange of a pure-Majorana Standard
Model neutrino. The shaded regions include the uncertain-
ties in Uei and the neutrino mass splitting, for each hierar-
chy. Also drawn are the experimental limits from the 0νββ
decay searches for each nucleus [2, 26–28]. The upper limit
on ⟨mββ⟩ from KamLAND-Zen is the most stringent, and it
also provides the strongest constraint onmlightest considering
extreme cases of the combination of CP phases and the uncer-

tainties from neutrino oscillation parameters [29, 30]. We ob-
tain a 90% C.L. upper limit ofmlightest < (180− 480)meV.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated effective background
reduction in the Xe-loaded liquid scintillator by purifica-
tion, and enhanced the 0νββ decay search sensitivity in
KamLAND-Zen. Our search constrains the mass scale to lie
below ∼100meV, and the most advantageous nuclear matrix
element calculations indicate an effective Majorana neutrino
mass limit near the bottom of the quasi-degenerate neutrino
mass region. The current KamLAND-Zen search is limited by
backgrounds from 214Bi, 110mAg, muon spallation and par-
tially by the tail of 2νββ decays. In order to improve the
search sensitivity, we plan to upgrade the KamLAND-Zen ex-
periment with a larger Xe-LS volume loaded with 800 kg of
enriched Xe, corresponding to a twofold increase in 136Xe,
contained in a larger balloon with lower radioactive back-
ground contaminants. If further radioactive background re-
duction is achieved, the background will be dominated by
muon spallation, which can be further reduced by optimiza-
tion of the spallation cut criteria. Such an improved search
will allow ⟨mββ⟩ to be probed below 50meV, starting to con-
strain the inverted mass hierarchy region under the assump-
tion that neutrinos are Majorana particles. The sensitivity of
the experiment can be pushed further by improving the en-
ergy resolution to minimize the leakage of the 2νββ tail into
the 0νββ analysis window. Such improvement is the target of
a future detector upgrade.

The authors wish to acknowledge Prof. A. Piepke
for providing radioactive sources for KamLAND. The
KamLAND-Zen experiment is supported by JSPS KAKENHI
Grant Numbers 21000001 and 26104002; the World Pre-
mier International Research Center Initiative (WPI Initiative),
MEXT, Japan; Stichting FOM in the Netherlands; and under
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Grant No.DE-AC02-
05CH11231, as well as other DOE and NSF grants to individ-
ual institutions. The KamiokaMining and Smelting Company
has provided service for activities in the mine. We acknowl-
edge the support of NII for SINET4.
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+80% (target)

Winstone cone mirror 2.3m radius balloon

1000 kg 136Xe loaded

new LS +40% light yield (target)

KamLAND with 136Xe

Merit of using Xe
● isotopic enrichment, purification established
● soluble to LS more than 3 wt%, easily extracted
● slow 2ν2β (T1/2>1022 years) requires modest 
energy resolution

● ultra low radioactivity environment based on ultra 
pure LS and 9m radius active shield

● no modification to the detector is necessary to 
accommodate DBD nuclei
● high sensitivity with low cost (~6M$, budget secured) 

● reactor and geo- antineutrino observations continue

● high scalability (2nd phase)
     1000 kg 136Xe,  improvement of energy resolution 
     with light concentrators and brighter LS (~30M$)

U: <3.5x10-18 g/g 
Th: <5.2x10-17 g/g

Merit of using KamLAND

~60 meV with 1.5 year

~25 meV with 5 years

1st phase

2nd phase

250-400 kg 
136Xe loaded

as an example

was actually ~2.1e21 years !
（courtesy of Dr. Inoue）
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FIG. 2: (a) Energy spectrum of selected ββ candidates within a 1-
m-radius spherical volume in Period-2 drawn together with best-fit
backgrounds, the 2νββ decay spectrum, and the 90% C.L. upper
limit for 0νββ decay. (b), (c) Closeup energy spectra for 2.3 < E <
3.0MeV in Period-1 and Period-2, respectively.

cay rates for Period-1 and Period-2 are 100.1+1.1
−1.8 (ton·day)−1

and 100.1+1.0
−0.9 (ton·day)−1, respectively, and are in agreement

within the statistical uncertainties. The resolution tail in 2νββ
decays is an important background in the 0νββ analysis. Such
tail events are reproduced in 214Bi decays with high-Rn data
assuming the Gaussian resolution, indicating that a contribu-
tion from energy reconstruction failures is negligible.

We assess the systematic uncertainty of the FV2ν cut based
on the study of uniformly distributed 214Bi events from ini-
tial 222Rn contamination throughout the Xe-LS. We obtain
a 3.0% systematic error on FV2ν , consistent with the 1.0 cm
radial-vertex-bias in the source calibration data. Other sources
of systematic uncertainty such as xenon mass (0.8%), detec-
tor energy scale (0.3%) and efficiency (0.2%), and 136Xe en-
richment (0.09%), only have a small contribution; the overall
uncertainty is 3.1%. The measured 2νββ decay half-life of
136Xe is T 2ν

1/2 = 2.21±0.02(stat)±0.07(syst)×1021 yr. This
result is consistent with our previous result based on Phase-I
data, T 2ν

1/2 = 2.30 ± 0.02(stat) ± 0.12(syst) × 1021 yr [15],

and with the result obtained by EXO-200, T 2ν
1/2 = 2.165 ±

0.016(stat)± 0.059(syst)× 1021 yr [16].
For the 0νββ analysis, using the larger 2-m-radius FV, the

dominant 214Bi background on the IB is radially attenuated
but larger in the lower hemisphere. So we divide the FV into
20-equal-volume bins for each of the upper and lower hemi-
spheres (see Fig. 1 (a)). We perform a simultaneous fit to
the energy spectra for all volume bins. The z-dependence of
214Bi on the IB film is extracted from a fixed energy win-
dow dominated by these events. The 214Bi background con-
tribution is then broken into two independent distributions in
the upper and lower hemispheres whose normalizations are
floated as free parameters. The fit reproduces the energy spec-
tra for each volume bin; Fig. 1 (b) shows an example of the
energy spectrum in a volume bin with high 214Bi background
events around the IB film. The radial dependences of candi-
date events and best-fit background contributions in the 0νββ
window are illustrated in Fig. 1 (c). The possible background
contributions from 110mAg are free parameters in the fit. We
consider three independent components: 110mAg uniformly
dispersed in the Xe-LS volume, and on the surfaces of each
the lower and upper IB films. We also examined non-uniform
110mAg sources, with different assumed radial dependences,
in the Xe-LS but determined that this has little impact on the
0νββ limit.

As described above, the fits are performed independently
for Period-1 and Period-2 in the region 0.8 < E < 4.8MeV.
We found no event excess over the background expectation for
both data sets. The 90% C.L. upper limits on the 136Xe 0νββ
decay rate are <5.5 (kton·day)−1 and <3.4 (kton·day)−1 for
Period-1 and Period-2, respectively. To demonstrate the low
background levels achieved in the 0νββ region, Fig. 2 shows
the energy spectra within a 1-m-radius, together with the best-
fit background composition and the 90% C.L. upper limit for
0νββ decays. Combining the results, we obtain a 90% C.L.
upper limit of <2.4 (kton·day)−1, or T 0ν

1/2 > 9.2 × 1025 yr
(90% C.L.). We find a fit including potential backgrounds
from 88Y, 208Bi, and 60Co [3] does not change the obtained
limit. A MC of an ensemble of experiments assuming the
best-fit background spectrum without a 0νββ signal indicates
a sensitivity of 5.6× 1025 yr, and the probability of obtaining
a limit stronger than the presented result is 12%. For com-
parison, the sensitivity of an analysis in which the 110mAg
background rates in Period-1 and Period-2 are constrained to
the 110mAg half-life is 4.5× 1025 yr.

Combining the Phase-I and Phase-II results, we obtain
T 0ν
1/2 > 1.07× 1026 yr (90% C.L.). This corresponds to an al-

most sixfold improvement over the previous KamLAND-Zen
limit using only the Phase-I data, owing to a significant re-
duction of the 110mAg contaminant and the increase in the
exposure of 136Xe.

From the limit on the 136Xe 0νββ decay half-life, we ob-
tain a 90% C.L. upper limit of ⟨mββ⟩ < (61 – 165)meV us-
ing an improved phase space factor calculation [17, 18] and
commonly used NME calculations [19–25] assuming the ax-
ial coupling constant gA ≃ 1.27. Figure 3 illustrates the al-
lowed range of ⟨mββ⟩ as a function of the lightest neutrino
mass mlightest under the assumption that the decay mecha-

KamLAND-Zen
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Rotational Curve of Galaxy

Matter that does not form stars — Dark Matter

distance from galactic center (kpc)
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Abell Cluster



Simulated lensing map�
Intrinsic shape of a 
background galaxy (ε~0.3)�

Galaxy shape actually seen 
after GL: εobs~ε+γGL�

Gravitational lensing!

 The distortion signal of interest is tiny: γGL~0.01-0.1
 Indeed this coherent signal is statistically measurable  �

need ~10 galaxies per point

Look for gravitational effects by combining  
possible deformations of ~10 galaxies



TextWeak Gravitational Lensing

mapping  
the matter distribution



drawing Dark Matter map

3D map by measuring 
red shifts of galaxies

SUBARU

~20 million light year

deformation is 
about10％



Dark Matter plays a major role 
in creating such big structure of galaxies

2 billion light years



What kind of dark matter?

cold dark matter warm dark matter 
（neutrinos） 
makes smooth distributions



MACHO

• The dark matter might be small, dark 
celestial bodies.  

• white dwarf, brown dwarf, neutron star, 
primordial black hole, etc 

• No mechanism is known to produce such 
many small celestial bodies early in the 
history of the Universe

Massive Astrophysical Compact Halo Objects



Search for MACHO in the galactic halo 
by micro gravitational lenses

• Long-time observation 
of many stars of 
Large & Small 
Magellanic Clouds 

• background:  
long-period variable 
stars or overlapping 
distant super novae

P. Tisserand et al.: Limits on the Macho content of the Galactic Halo from EROS-2 11
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Fig. 7. The light curves of EROS-2 microlensing candidate EROS2-SMC-1 (star sm005-4m-5761). Also shown is the color-
magnitude diagram of the star’s CCD-quadrant and the excursion of the event.
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EROS-2 Collaboration, arXiv:0607.207

MACHO is less than  
10％ of Galactic Dark Matter

should be bright 
if that heavy

Keep observing 33x106 stars 
in Magellanic Clouds for 6.7 years

logarithmic of the solar mass

Fr
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（succeeding SuperMACHO 
expected to give results soon）
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Figure 5 The red shaded region corresponds to the 95% C.L. upper bound on the PBH mass fraction to DM
in the halo regions of MW and M31, derived from our search for microlensing of M31 stars based on the
“single-night” HSC/Subaru data and fills a large gap in the existing constraints by closing the PBH DM
window around lunar mass scale. To derive this constraint, we took into account the effect of finite source
size, assuming that all source stars in M31 have a solar radius, as well as the effect of wave optics in the
HSC r-band filter on the microlensing event (see text for details). The effects weaken the upper bounds
at M <⇠ 10�7M�, and give no constraint on PBH at M <⇠ 10�11M�. Our constraint can be compared
with other observational constraints as shown by the gray shaded regions: extragalactic �-rays from PBH
evaporation [32], femtolensing of �-ray burst (“Femto”) [33], microlensing search of stars from the satellite
2-years Kepler data (“Kepler”) [18], MACHO/EROS/OGLE microlensing of stars (“EROS/MACHO”) [15],
and the accretion effects on the CMB observables (“CMB”) [34], updated from the earlier estimate [35].

8

ref. target diff. diff.-PSF

Figure 4 The single remaining candidate that passed all the criteria we impose to select microlensing events.
The images in the upper panels show the postage-stamped images around the candidate: the reference
image, the target image, the difference image and the residual image after subtracting the best-fit PSF image,
respectively. The lower panel shows that the best-fit microlensing model (blue curve) gives an acceptable fit
to the measured light curve. The error bars denote photometric errors in the brightness measurement in the
different image at each epoch.

difference images by estimating the PSF photometry at 1,000 random points in each HSC patch region (see
Fig. 1). We keep only those candidates which yield a best fit reduced �-squared value, �2

best�fit
/185 < 3.5

(the degrees of freedom are 185 = 188 � 3). This criterion is sufficiently conservative (the P-value is
⇠ 10�5) for us not to miss a real microlensing candidate, if it exists. We further impose the condition
that the light curve has a symmetric shape around the peak. These selections leave us with a total of 66
candidates.

Finally we perform a visual inspection of each of the remaining candidates. We found various impostors
that are not removed by the above automated criteria. Most of them are a result of imperfect image subtrac-
tion; in most cases the difference image has significant residuals near the edges of CCD chip or around a
bright star. In particular, bright stars cause a spiky residual in the difference image, which result in impostors
with a microlensing-like light curve if the PSF flux is measured at a fixed position. We found 44 such impos-
tors which were a result of such spike-like images around bright stars. Of the remaining, 20 impostors were
located at the edges of the CCDs. We also identified 1 impostor event caused by a moving object, an asteroid.
If the light curve is measured at a fixed position where the asteroid passes, it results in a light curve which
mimics microlensing. In summary, the visual inspection left us with a single candidate which passed all
our cuts and visual checks. The candidate position is (RA, dec) = (00h 45m 33.413s, +41d 07m 53.03s).
Fig. 4 shows the images and the light curve for the remaining candidate. Although the light curve looks

6

primordial black hole



Dark Matter properties
• zero pressure（obeys the matter equation） 

• negligible interactions with photons 

• stable（Its life is longer than life of Universe） 

• non-relativistic： “cold dark matter”



WIMP
thermally produced cold dark matter

Ω ＝ ０.２× (＜σｖ＞ / ０.９ｐｂ)－１

Weakly Interacting Massive Particle

density reaction probability

温度～DM質量

#DM / 
#photons



#DM / 
#photons

DM mass

normal particles

DM

DM

DM production DM annihilation

equilibrium

high temperature（T＞MDM）

normal particles

equilibrium



時間

DM

lower temp（T＜MDM）

time

DM production DM annihilation

DM

normal particles

DM

DM

DM production DM annihilation

normal particles

DM mass

#DM / 
#photons



時間

expanded to lower density

time

determined by  
interaction strength

strong

weak

normal particles

DM

DM

DM production DM annihilation

normal particles

DM mass

#DM / 
#photons



WIMP
thermally produced cold dark matter

Ω ＝ ０.２× (＜σｖ＞ / ０.９ｐｂ)－１
weakly interacting particles  →  SUSY?

Weakly Interacting Massive Particle

particle density reaction probability

DMの数 
（光子比）

thermally 
produced

drop as DM production stops

stop annihilating for lower density

DM mass





[Baltz, Battaglia, Peskin & Wizansky]

If dark matter is produced at accelerators, 
their properties can be examined

DM discovery at colliders



Direct detection of Dark Matter (WIMP)

• Since our solar system moves at the speed of 220km/sec in the 
Galaxy, the dark matter halo can be considered to be moving at 
that speed on average with respect to the detector.  

• As dark matter particle has similar mass to nuclei, the hit nucleus 
can occasionally recoil strongly. 

• Measure the recoiled nucleus. 

supersymmetric dark matter

nucleus in matter



Various experiments in fierce competition 
to search for dark matter

• In deep 
underground to 
avoid cosmic ray 
background 

• Choice of 
background-free 
material and large 
shield to avoid 
natural background 

• Detector becomes 
larger to increase 
sensitivity (next 
generation exceeds 
1 ton mass) 

Japan: XMASS

US-Canada: SuperCDMS

US: LUX

Mark Boulay

Italy: Gran Sasso

Mark Boulay

Italy-US: XENON100

Mark Boulay

Mark Boulay

China: PandaX
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WIMP Limit Plotter (cdms.berkeley.edu)

Region above the lines have been excluded

Results of Dark Matter Searches

Regions to teach for DM

solar neutrinos

(Unconfirmed discovery claims 
are not shown) 

http://cdms.berkeley.edu


Dark Matter may be decaying  
into positrons, gamma-rays, etc

cosmic ray positron 
spectrum

Some claim these may be emissions  
by multiple nearby pulsars

AMS02 on ISS



Other dark matter candidates
• axion 

• particle introduced to preserve CP 
symmetry in strong interaction 

• cold dark matter produced non-
thermally 

• very small interactions - requires 
specific search strategy (usually 
considered to interact with photons) 

• extra-dimension theory 

• the lightest Kalza-Klein particle 
naturally becomes dark matter 

• micro black hole can be created at 
accelerators? 

• string theory naturally leads to multi-
dimensional theory 

• ……

Detector to search for solar axions 
（was in operation in the basement of the  
FoS building #1 until several years ago）



ψ(x)

x

α(x) α(x’)

ψ(x’)

Aa
µ � Aa

µ �
1
g
⇥µ�a � fa

bc�
bAc

µ

� � ei�aTa�
Vacuum with Gauge Field

a state gauge-transformed from vacuum (Aμ=0) is also vacuum

Winding number N=..., -1, 0, 1, 2,...

“Vacuum” is classified by its winding number



instanton

sphaleron

quantum state of vacuum

cf. “Bloch wave” in crystal

|θ> = Σ e-iNθ |N> 

|N> → |N+1>  :      |θ> → Σ e-iNθ |N+1> = e-iθ|θ>

degenerate E states → broad energy bands

gauge invariant

specified by θ

P ～exp(-2π/αS)

thermal transition

tunneling effects



strong CP problem
• total divergent term allowed 

in QCD Lagrangian 

• emerges in transition path 
between θ vacuums 

• axial U(1) anomaly 

• chiral symmetry for 
massless quarks 
     ψ → exp(-iαγ5)ψ 

• broken at quantum level 

• VIOLATE CP SYMMETRY !

Strong CP problem
Two independent sources of CP violation in QCD:

L�̄ =
�̄

32⇥2
Fµ⇤

a F̃aµ⇤ , �̄ = � + arg detMq,

where
�

� ⇥ initial QCD ground state
Mq ⇥ quark mass matrix (EW scale physics)

⇤r⌅

Neutron EDM:

dn < 2.9� 10�26 e cm (�̄ < 10�10)

～ E・B 

AXIONS INVENTED  
TO RECOVER CP SYMMETRY

through Peccei-Quinn mechanism 
(global chiral U(1) symmetry)



Axion helioscope
[P.Sikivie, PRL51,1415(1983)]

The sun can be a powerful source of axions.

Primakoff process

photon axion

Ze ← Laγγ = gaγa �E · �B → Magnetic
Field

axion photon



region of  
axion dark matter

region predicted by  
axion models

axion mass
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Huge region of axion searches

excluded region



DARK ENERGY



TYPE 1A SUPERNOVAE

clear that essentially the same physical processes are oc-
curring in all of these explosions.

The detailed uniformity of the type Ia supernovae im-
plies that they must have some common triggering mech-
anism (see the box on page 56). Equally important, this
uniformity provides standard spectral and light-curve
templates that offer the possibility of singling out those su-
pernovae that deviate slightly from the norm. The complex
natural histories of galaxies had made them difficult to
standardize. With type Ia supernovae, however, we saw
the chance to avoid such problems. We could examine the
rich stream of observational data from each individual ex-
plosion and match spectral and light-curve fingerprints to
recognize those that had the same peak brightness.

Within a few years of their classification, type Ia su-
pernovae began to bear out that expectation. First, David
Branch and coworkers at the University of Oklahoma
showed that the few type Ia outliers—those with peak
brightness significantly different from the norm—could
generally be identified and screened out.4 Either their
spectra or their “colors” (the ratios of intensity seen
through two broadband filters) deviated from the tem-
plates. The anomalously fainter supernovae were typically
redder or found in highly inclined spiral galaxies (or both).
Many of these were presumably dimmed by dust, which
absorbs more blue light than red. 

Soon after Branch’s work, Mark Phillips at the Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory in Chile showed that
the type Ia brightness outliers also deviated from the tem-
plate light curve—and in a very predictable way.5 The su-
pernovae that faded faster than the norm were fainter at
their peak, and the slower ones were brighter (see figure
1). In fact, one could use the light curve’s time scale to pre-
dict peak brightness and thus slightly recalibrate each su-
pernova. But the great majority of type Ia supernovae, as
Branch’s group showed, passed the screening tests and
were, in fact, excellent standard candles that needed no
such recalibration.6

Cosmological distances
When the veteran Swiss researcher Gustav Tammann and
his student Bruno Leibundgut first reported the amazing
uniformity of type Ia supernovae, there was immediate in-
terest in trying to use them to determine the Hubble con-
stant, H0, which measures the present expansion rate of
the cosmos. That could be done by finding and measuring
a few type Ia supernovae just beyond the nearest clusters
of galaxies, that is, explosions that occurred some 100 mil-
lion years ago. An even more challenging goal lay in the

tantalizing prospect that we could find such standard-
candle supernovae more than ten times farther away and
thus sample the expansion of the universe several billion
years ago. Measurements using such remote supernovae
might actually show the expected slowing of the expansion
rate by gravity. Because that deceleration rate would de-
pend on the cosmic mean mass density rm, we would, in ef-
fect, be weighing the universe.

If mass density is, as was generally supposed a decade
ago, the primary energy constituent of the universe, then
the measurement of the changing expansion rate would
also determine the curvature of space and tell us about
whether the cosmos is finite or infinite. Furthermore, the
fate of the universe might be said to hang in the balance:
If, for example, we measured a cosmic deceleration big
enough to imply a rm exceeding the “critical density” rc
(roughly 10–29 gm/cm3), that would indicate that the uni-
verse will someday stop expanding and collapse toward an
apocalyptic “Big Crunch.”

All this sounded enticing: fundamental measure-
ments made with a new distance standard bright enough
to be seen at cosmological distances. The problem was that
type Ia supernovae are a pain in the neck, to be avoided if
anything else would do. At the time, a brief catalog of rea-
sons not to pursue cosmological measurement with type Ia
supernovae might have begun like this: 
! They are rare. A typical galaxy hosts only a couple of
type Ia explosions per millennium.
! They are random, giving no advance warning of where
to look. But the scarce observing time at the world’s largest
telescopes, the only tools powerful enough to measure
these most distant supernovae adequately, is allocated on
the basis of research proposals written more than six
months in advance. Even the few successful proposals are
granted only a few nights per semester. The possible oc-
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Figure 1. Light curves of nearby, low-redshift type Ia super-
novae measured by Mario Hamuy and coworkers.7 (a) Ab-

solute magnitude, an inverse logarithmic measure of intrinsic
brightness, is plotted against time (in the star’s rest frame) be-

fore and after peak brightness. The great majority (not all of
them shown) fall neatly onto the yellow band. The figure

emphasizes the relatively rare outliers whose peak brightness
or duration differs noticeably from the norm. The nesting of

the light curves suggests that one can deduce the intrinsic
brightness of an outlier from its time scale. The brightest

supernovae wax and wane more slowly than the faintest. (b)
Simply by stretching the time scales of individual light

curves to fit the norm, and then scaling the brightness by an
amount determined by the required time stretch, one gets all

the type Ia light curves to match.5,8

SN-1a becomes brighter than the galaxy itself. 
Its absolute brightness can be evaluated from its history,  
so its apparent brightness gives the distance to the galaxy.



By NASA, ESA and A. Feild (STScI); vectorisation by chris 
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/star/supernova/2004/34/image/d/



currence of a chance su-
pernova doesn’t make
for a compelling pro-
posal.
! They are fleeting.
After exploding, they
must be discovered
promptly and measured
multiple times within a
few weeks, or they will
already have passed
the peak brightness
that is essential for cal-
ibration. It’s too late to
submit the observing
proposal after you’ve
discovered the super-
nova.

This was a classic
catch-22. You couldn’t
preschedule telescope
time to identify a su-
pernova’s type or follow
it up if you couldn’t
guarantee one. But you
couldn’t prove a tech-
nique for guaranteeing
type Ia supernova dis-
coveries without pre-
scheduling telescope
time to identify them
spectroscopically.

The list of prob-
lems didn’t stop there.
The increasing red-
shifting of supernova
spectra with distance
means that the bright-
ness of a very distant
supernova measured
through a given filter is
hard to compare with
the brightness of a
much closer supernova measured through the same filter.
(Astronomers call this the K-correction problem.) Dust in
a supernova’s host galaxy can dim the explosion’s light.
And there were doubts that the spectra of faint distant su-
pernovae could be reliably identified as type Ia.

In fact, the results from the first search for very dis-
tant type Ia supernovae were not encouraging. In the late
1980s, a Danish team led by Hans Nørgaard-Nielsen
found only one type Ia supernova in two years of inten-
sive observing, and that one was already several weeks
past its peak.

A systematic solution
Daunting as these problems appeared, it seemed crazy to
let the logistics stand in the way, when the tools were at
hand for measuring such fundamental properties of the
universe: its mass density, its large-scale curvature, and
its fate. After all, we didn’t have to build anything nearly
as formidable as the gargantuan accelerators and detec-
tors needed for particle physics. In a project that Carl Pen-
nypacker and I began in Richard Muller’s group at the
University of California, Berkeley, just before the Danish
team’s 1988 supernova discovery, we started by building a
wide-field imager for the Anglo–Australian Observatory’s
4-meter telescope. The imager would let us study thou-
sands of distant galaxies in a night, upping the odds of a

supernova discovery. Contemporary computing and net-
working advances just barely made possible the next-day
analysis that would let us catch supernovae as they first
brightened.

Finding our first supernova in 1992, we also found a
solution to the K-correction problem by measuring the su-
pernova in a correspondingly redshifted filter. By playing
this trick with two redshifted filter bands, one could also
expect to recognize dust absorption by its wavelength de-
pendence. But we still hadn’t solved the catch-22 telescope
scheduling problem. We couldn’t preschedule follow-up ob-
servations of our first supernova, so we couldn’t obtain its
identifying spectrum.

In retrospect, the solution we found seems obvious—
though much effort was needed to implement it and prove
it practical. By specific timing of the requested telescope
schedules (see figure 2), we could guarantee that our wide-
field imager would harvest a batch of about a dozen freshly
exploded supernovae, all discovered on a pre-specified ob-
serving date during the dark phase of the moon. (A bright
moon is an impediment to the follow-up observation.) We
first demonstrated this supernovae-on-demand methodol-
ogy in 1994. From then on, proposals for time at major
ground-based telescopes could specify discovery dates and
roughly how many supernovae would be found and fol-
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50–100
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Almost 1000
galaxies per
field

Scheduled follow-up spectroscopy
at Keck and ESO telescopes

Scheduled follow-up
imaging by
Hubble, Cerro

Tololo, WIYN, Isaac
Newton and ESO telescopes
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A dozen type 1a supernovae
discovered while still
brightening

Figure 2. Observing strategy that guarantees batches of about a dozen fresh supernovae on de-
mand. A first set of images of adjacent patches of sky containing tens of thousands of galaxies is
made just after a new moon, and then these patches are reimaged just before the next new moon.
New bright spots pinpoint supernovae explosions since the first exposures. The timing ensures
that the supernovae are discovered before or near peak brightness. Scientists can preschedule, for
moonless nights just after the second field imaging, the spectral observations at the large tele-
scopes in Hawaii and Chile needed to confirm supernova type. By searching through many galax-
ies, we can guarantee a dozen or so new supernovae discovered on the second visit. That allows
advance scheduling of time on the Hubble Space Telescope and other telescopes around the
world, to monitor the light curves as they fade over several months.



lowed up. This approach also made it possible to use the
Hubble Space Telescope for follow-up light-curve observa-
tions, because we could specify in advance the one-square-
degree patch of sky in which our wide-field imager would
find its catch of supernovae. Such specificity is a require-
ment for advance scheduling of the HST. By now, the
Berkeley team had grown to include some dozen collabo-
rators around the world, and was called the Supernova
Cosmology Project (SCP). 

A community effort
Meanwhile, the whole supernova community was making
progress with the understanding of relatively nearby su-
pernovae. Mario Hamuy and coworkers at Cerro Tololo
took a major step forward by finding and studying many
nearby (low-redshift) type Ia supernovae.7 The resulting
beautiful data set of 38 supernova light curves (some
shown in figure 1) made it possible to check and improve
on the results of Branch and Phillips, showing  that type
Ia peak brightness could be standardized.6,7

The new supernovae-on-demand techniques that per-
mitted systematic study of distant supernovae and the im-
proved understanding of brightness variations among
nearby type Ia’s spurred the community to redouble its ef-
forts. A second collaboration, called the High-Z Supernova
Search and led by Brian Schmidt of Australia’s Mount
Stromlo Observatory, was formed at the end of 1994. The
team included many veteran supernova experts. The two
rival teams raced each other over the next few years—oc-
casionally covering for each other with observations when
one of us had bad weather—as we all worked feverishly to
find and study the guaranteed on-demand batches of 
supernovae.

At the beginning of 1997, the SCP team presented the
results for our first seven high-redshift supernovae.8 These
first results demonstrated the cosmological analysis tech-
niques from beginning to end. They were suggestive of an
expansion slowing down at about the rate expected for the
simplest inflationary Big Bang models, but with error bars
too large to permit definite conclusions.

By the end of the year, the error bars began to tighten,
as both groups now submitted papers with a few more su-
pernovae, showing evidence for much less than the ex-
pected slowing of the cosmic expansion.9–11 This was be-
ginning to be a problem for the simplest inflationary
models with a universe dominated by its mass content.

Finally, at the beginning of 1998, the two groups pre-
sented the results shown in figure 3.12,13

What’s wrong with faint supernovae? 
The faintness—or distance—of the high-redshift super-
novae in figure 3 was a dramatic surprise. In the simplest
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Exploding White Dwarfs

Aplausible, though unconfirmed, scenario would explain
how all type Ia supernovae come to be so much alike,

given the varied range of stars they start from. A lightweight
star like the Sun uses up its nuclear fuel in 5 or 10 billion
years. It then shrinks to an Earth-sized ember, a white dwarf,
with its mass (mostly carbon and oxygen) supported against
further collapse by electron degeneracy pressure. Then it
begins to quietly fade away.

But the story can have a more dramatic finale if the white
dwarf is in a close binary orbit with a large star that is still
actively burning its nuclear fuel. If conditions of proximity
and relative mass are right, there will be a steady stream of
material from the active star slowly accreting onto the white
dwarf. Over millions of years, the dwarf’s mass builds up
until it reaches the critical mass (near the Chandrasekhar
limit, about 1.4 solar masses) that triggers a runaway ther-
monuclear explosion—a type Ia supernova.

This slow, relentless approach to a sudden cataclysmic
conclusion at a characteristic mass erases most of the orig-
inal differences among the progenitor stars. Thus the light
curves (see figure 1) and spectra of all type Ia supernovae
are remarkably similar. The differences we do occasionally
see presumably reflect variations on the common theme—
including differences, from one progenitor star to the next,
of accretion and rotation rates, or different carbon-to-oxy-
gen ratios.

Figure 3. Observed magnitude
versus redshift is plotted for

well-measured distant12,13 and
(in the inset) nearby7 type Ia su-
pernovae. For clarity, measure-
ments at the same redshift are

combined. At redshifts beyond
z = 0.1 (distances greater than
about 109 light-years), the cos-

mological predictions (indi-
cated by the curves) begin to

diverge, depending on the as-
sumed cosmic densities of

mass and vacuum energy. The
red curves represent models

with zero vacuum energy and
mass densities ranging from the
critical density rc down to zero
(an empty cosmos). The best fit

(blue line) assumes a mass 
density of about rc /3 plus a

vacuum energy density twice
that large—implying an accel-

erating cosmic expansion.

FAR DISTANT GALAXIES ARE MOVING AWAY AT SLOWER SPEED THAN EXPECTED, 
 I.E. THE EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE HAS BEEN ACCELERATED. 

“VACUUM ENERGY” CAN CAUSE 
ACCELERATED EXPANSION 
(CF. COSMIC INFLATION) 
CALL IT “DARK ENERGY” 



cosmological models, the expansion history of the cosmos
is determined entirely by its mass density. The greater the
density, the more the expansion is slowed by gravity. Thus,
in the past, a high-mass-density universe would have been
expanding much faster than it does today. So one should-
n’t have to look far back in time to especially distant (faint)
supernovae to find a given integrated expansion (redshift). 

Conversely, in a low-mass-density universe one would
have to look farther back. But there is a limit to how low
the mean mass density could be. After all, we are here, and
the stars and galaxies are here. All that mass surely puts
a lower limit on how far—that is, to what level of faint-
ness—we must look to find a given redshift. The high-
redshift supernovae in figure 3 are, however, fainter than
would be expected even for an empty cosmos.

If these data are correct, the obvious implication is
that the simplest cosmological model must be too simple.
The next simplest model might be one that Einstein en-
tertained for a time. Believing the universe to be static, he
tentatively introduced into the equations of general rela-
tivity an expansionary term he called the “cosmological
constant” (L) that would compete against gravitational col-
lapse. After Hubble’s discovery of the cosmic expansion,
Einstein famously rejected L as his “greatest blunder.” In
later years, L came to be identified with the zero-point
vacuum energy of all quantum fields.

It turns out that invoking a cosmological constant al-
lows us to fit the supernova data quite well. (Perhaps there
was more insight in Einstein’s blunder than in the best ef-
forts of ordinary mortals.) In 1995, my SCP colleague Ariel
Goobar and I had found that, with a sample of type Ia su-
pernovae spread over a sufficiently wide range of dis-
tances, it would be possible to separate out the competing
effects of the mean mass density and the vacuum-energy
density.14

The best fit to the 1998 supernova data (see figures 3
and 4) implies that, in the present epoch, the vacuum en-
ergy density rL is larger than the energy density attribut-
able to mass (rmc2). Therefore, the cosmic expansion is now
accelerating. If the universe has no large-scale curvature,

as the recent measurements of the cosmic microwave back-
ground strongly indicate, we can say quantitatively that
about 70% of the total energy density is vacuum energy
and 30% is mass. In units of the critical density rc, one
usually writes this result as

WL ! rL/rc " 0.7 and Wm ! rm/rc " 0.3.

Why not a cosmological constant?
The story might stop right here with a happy ending—a
complete physics model of the cosmic expansion—were it
not for a chorus of complaints from the particle theorists.
The standard model of particle physics has no natural
place for a vacuum energy density of the modest magni-
tude required by the astrophysical data. The simplest es-
timates would predict a vacuum energy 10120 times greater.
(In supersymmetric models, it’s “only” 1055 times greater.)
So enormous a L would have engendered an acceleration
so rapid that stars and galaxies could never have formed.
Therefore it has long been assumed that there must be
some underlying symmetry that precisely cancels the vac-
uum energy. Now, however, the supernova data appear to
require that such a cancellation would have to leave a re-
mainder of about one part in 10120. That degree of fine tun-
ing is most unappealing.

The cosmological constant model requires yet another
fine tuning. In the cosmic expansion, mass density be-
comes ever more dilute. Since the end of inflation, it has
fallen by very many orders of magnitude. But the vacuum
energy density rL, a property of empty space itself, stays
constant. It seems a remarkable and implausible coinci-
dence that the mass density, just in the present epoch, is
within a factor of 2 of the vacuum energy density.

Given these two fine-tuning coincidences, it seems
likely that the standard model is missing some funda-
mental physics. Perhaps we need some new kind of accel-
erating energy—a “dark energy” that, unlike L, is not con-
stant. Borrowing from the example of the putative
“inflaton” field that is thought to have triggered inflation,
theorists are proposing dynamical scalar-field models and
other even more exotic alternatives to a cosmological con-
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Figure 4. The history of cosmic 
expansion, as measured by the
high-redshift supernovae (the black
data points), assuming flat cosmic
geometry. The scale factor R of the
universe is taken to be 1 at pres-
ent, so it equals 1/(1 + z). The
curves in the blue shaded region
represent cosmological models in
which the accelerating effect of
vacuum energy eventually over-
comes the decelerating effect of
the mass density. These curves as-
sume vacuum energy densities
ranging from 0.95 rc (top curve)
down to 0.4 rc. In the yellow
shaded region, the curves repre-
sent models in which the cosmic
expansion is always decelerating
due to high mass density. They as-
sume mass densities ranging (left to
right) from 0.8 rc up to 1.4 rc. In
fact, for the last two curves, the ex-
pansion eventually halts and re-
verses into a cosmic collapse.

if extrapolated far into the past & future 



stant, with the goal of solving the coincidence problems.
(See the Reference Frame article by Michael Turner on
page 10 of this issue.) 

The experimental physicist’s life, however, is domi-
nated by more prosaic questions: “Where could my meas-
urement be wrong, and how can I tell?” Crucial questions
of replicability were answered by the striking agreement
between our results and those of the competing team, but
there remain the all-important questions of systematic un-
certainties. Most of the two groups’ efforts have been de-
voted to hunting down these systematics.15,16 Could the
faintness of the supernovae be due to intervening dust?
The color measurements that would show color-dependent
dimming for most types of dust indicate that dust is not a
major factor.12,13 Might the type Ia supernovae have been
intrinsically fainter in the distant past? Spectral compar-
isons have, thus far, revealed no distinction between the
exploding atmospheres of nearby and more distant super-
novae.9,12

Another test of systematics is to look for even more
distant supernovae, from the time when the universe was
so much more dense that rm dominated over the dark en-
ergy and was thus still slowing the cosmic expansion. Su-
pernovae from that decelerating epoch should not get as
faint with increasing distance as they would if dust or in-
trinsic evolutionary changes caused the dimming. The first
few supernovae studied at redshifts beyond z = 1 have al-
ready begun to constrain these systematic uncertainties.17

(See PHYSICS TODAY, June 2001, page 17.) 
By confirming the flat geometry of the cosmos, the re-

cent measurements of the cosmic microwave background
have also contributed to confidence in the accelerating-uni-
verse results. Without the extra degree of freedom provided
by possible spatial curvature, one would have to invoke im-
probably large systematic error to negate the supernova re-
sults. And if we include the low rm estimates based on in-
ventory studies of galaxy clusters, the Wm–WL parameter
plane shows a reassuring overlap for the three independ-
ent kinds of cosmological observations (see figure 5).

Pursuing the elusive dark energy
The dark energy evinced by the accelerating cosmic ex-
pansion grants us almost no clues to its identity. Its tiny
density and its feeble interactions presumably preclude
identification in the laboratory. By construction, of course,
it does affect the expansion rate of the universe, and dif-
ferent dark-energy models imply different expansion rates
in different epochs. So we must hunt for the fingerprints
of dark energy in the fine details of the history of cosmic
expansion.

The wide-ranging theories of dark energy are often

characterized by their equation-of-state parameter
w ! p/r, the ratio of the dark energy’s pressure to its 
energy density. The deceleration (or acceleration) of an 
expanding universe, given by the general relativistic
equation

R!! /R = –4/3pGr(1 + 3w),

depends on this ratio. Here R, the scale factor of the ex-
panding universe, can be thought of as the mean distance
between galaxy clusters not bound to each other. Thus the
expansion accelerates whenever w is more negative than
–1/3, after one includes all matter, radiation, and dark-en-
ergy components of the cosmic energy budget.

Each of the components has its own w: negligible for
nonrelativistic matter, +1/3 for radiation and relativistic
matter, and –1 for L. That is, L exerts a peculiar negative
pressure! General relativity also tells us that each compo-
nent’s energy density falls like R–3(1 + w) as the cosmos ex-
pands. Therefore, radiation’s contribution falls away first,
so that nonrelativistic matter and dark energy now pre-
dominate. Given that the dark-energy density is now about
twice the mass density, the only constraint on dark-energy
models is that w must, at present, be more negative than
–1/2 to make the cosmic expansion accelerate. However,
most dark-energy alternatives to a cosmological constant
have a w that changes over time. If we can learn more
about the history of cosmic expansion, we can hope to dis-
criminate among theories of dark energy by better deter-
mining w and its time dependence.

Unfortunately, the differences between the expansion
histories predicted by the current crop of dark-energy mod-
els are extremely small. Distinguishing among them will
require measurements an order of magnitude more accu-
rate than those shown in figure 3, and extending twice as
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Figure 5. In the cosmological parameter space of the nor-
malized mass and vacuum energy densities Wm and WL,

three independent sets of observations—high-redshift super-
novae, galaxy cluster inventories, and the cosmic microwave

background—converge nicely near Wm = 0.3 and WL = 0.7.
The small yellow contour in this region indicates how well

we expect the proposed SNAP satellite experiment to further
narrow down the parameters. The inflationary expectation 

of a flat cosmos (Wm + WL = 1) is indicated by the black 
diagonal. The red curve separates an eternally 

expanding cosmos from one that ends in a “Big Crunch.” 

Best fitted Universe

The SN-1a observation,  
together with other  
measurements such as  
CMB and galaxy clusters,  
point to a vacuum energy  
dominated, flat Universe. 

But what is the vacuum  
energy?  Particle field or 
cosmological constant?
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素粒子物理学の“今”を読み解く。
微細な素粒子の世界を切り拓いてきたのは、100年以上にわたる物理学者たちの絶えざる営みだ。
素粒子物理学の“今”に至るまでの道のりと、“今”の素粒子物理学が取り組む最前線のテーマを読み解く。

原子は素粒子でできている

標準理論が直面する
いくつかの限界

標準理論を超える
究極の理論とは2 0世紀の物理学の到達点
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42 　標準理論とは、現代素粒子物理学の基本的な枠組みのこと
だ。1970年代半ばに体系化され、「20世紀の物理学の到達点」
とも言われるこの理論には、17の素粒子が登場する。
　当初、「クォーク」は3つの種類があると考えられていたが、
1973年には6種類のクォークの存在が予言された（小林・益
川理論）。同様に、電子の仲間である「レプトン」も6種類あ
るとされ、すべて20世紀のうちに発見された。
　自然界には物質と物質の間に力が働き、そうした力も素粒
子が媒介すると考えられている。電荷を持つ素粒子どうしに
働く「電磁気力」は、「光子（フォトン）」が伝える。電気や
磁石の力を生み、原子核と電子を結びつける「光子」の存在
は、20世紀はじめから知られていた。
　クォークが陽子や中性子を構成し、陽子や中性子が原子核
にまとまるのは、「強い力」が働くからだ。その力は、「グル
ーオン」が媒介する。クォークやレプトンに作用し、原子核
の崩壊現象を引き起こす「弱い力」は、2種類の「ウィーク
ボソン」によって伝達される。これら2つの力は、1970年代
から80年代にかけて存在が突き止められた。なお、日常生
活で身近な「重力」も同様に「重力子」によって媒介される
と考えられるが、重力は素粒子の世界では弱すぎて無視でき

　物質の最小単位は「原子」ではない。そのことが分かった
のは、20世紀の幕開けを目前に控えた1897年のことだ。「電
子」の存在が発見され、原子に内部構造があることが明らか
になった。1911年には、「原子核」が発見され、その周りを
電子が回っていることが突き止められた。
　物理学者の探求は、原子核そのものへと向かう。1919年
に「陽子」が、1932年には「中性子」が発見され、原子核
が陽子と中性子によってできていることが解き明かされた。
　だが、その後の宇宙観測技術や加速器（8ページ参照）実験
技術の発達により、より小さな粒子が存在することが徐々に
明らかになる。1964年、「陽子」や「中性子」を構成する「ク
ォーク」という「素粒子」の存在が予言され、1969年には
アメリカの加速器実験で「クォーク」が存在する証拠が検出
された。
　こうした研究の積み重ねにより、物質の最小単位としての

「素粒子」の正体が明らかになった。なお、「電子」も素粒子
のひとつである。

るとして、標準理論では扱われていない。
　1964年に質量の起源と予言されたヒッグス粒子は、標準
理論のなかでも特殊な素粒子だ。2012年の発見（2～3ペー
ジ参照）で標準理論の最後のピースは埋まったかに見えた。

　標準理論は、早くから限界も指摘されてきた。そのひとつ
が、既に見たように「重力」を扱えないことだ。
　現代の物理学では、「重力」、「電磁気力」、「強い力」と「弱
い力」の4つの力を統一的に説明する究極の理論の構築を目
指している。138億年前の原初宇宙では、ただ1つの力が存
在し、時間とともに4つの力に分岐したのではないかと考え
られている。その謎を解く鍵を素粒子が握っているとされる
が、「重力」は標準理論の射程外とされているだけでなく、「重
力」以外の3つの力を統一する理論（大統一理論）もまだ完
成していない。
　もうひとつの限界は、宇宙に存在すると考えられる物質や
エネルギーのうち、標準理論で説明可能なのはわずか5%に
すぎないことだ。天文観測技術の発達により、宇宙には目に
見えない（光を発しない）大量の謎の物質「暗黒物質（ダーク
マター）」が存在することが1960年代半ばに明らかになった。
さらに1998年には、宇宙が現在、加速膨張していることが
突き止められたが、その理由が解明されておらず、正体不明
のエネルギー「暗黒エネルギー（ダークエネルギー）」の存在
が指摘されている。それぞれ、宇宙の27%と68%を占める
とされる。
　さらに、LHCで発見されたヒッグス粒子の質量が、大統

　素粒子物理学は、標準理論を拡張する新たな理論の構築と、
それを証明する観測や実験に挑み始めている。
　研究者たちの期待を集めているのが、「超対称性（大統一）
理論」だ。この理論では、標準理論に登場する17の粒子に
加え、各粒子に対してパートナーとなる粒子「超対称性粒子」
の存在を予言している。
　もっとも軽い「超対称性粒子」は「暗黒物質（ダークマター）」
の候補であり、ヒッグス粒子の質量の軽さを自然に説明する
こともできる。重力を除く3つの力を統一的に理解する「力
の大統一」も可能になる。研究者たちが次に狙うのは、「超
対称性粒子」の発見であり、「超対称性（大統一）理論」を実
証する現象の捕捉だ。東京大学素粒子物理国際研究センター
が力を入れて取り組む実験も、そのためのものだ。
　さらに、厄介な「重力」をも統合する究極の理論も提唱さ
れている。それが、素粒子を振動する「ひも」ととらえる「超
ひも理論（超弦理論）」だ。この理論を実証する実験方法はい
まだ考え出されていないが、素粒子物理学の歴史は、先人た
ちの予言を実証する実験技術の発展の歴史でもある。素粒子
物理学がその地平に辿り着く日も、そう遠くはないかもしれ
ない。

一理論や究極の理論のエネルギースケールに比べてはるかに
軽いという謎がある。さまざまな点で、標準理論を超える理
論が求められている。
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